


Chapter One

FLORENCE, 1385

“There was once a day I believed a funeral shroud would 
be the only clothing I would ever wear,” said Brunellesco 

di Lippo, as he scrutinized his appearance in a mirror encased 
by a golden frame. With fingers covered in jeweled rings, he 
adjusted the finely spun silk garments on his torso, then opened 
his topcoat to reveal an inside lined with chiffon-colored mink 
fur for all to see.

A man of little height, Brunellesco turned his heels inward to 
examine his narrow-tipped leather shoes. He had paid the cob-
bler for a custom-made high heel discreetly built into the sole. 
After pondering for a brief moment, he decided the shoes were 
worth the price and reflected on his past, “I remember waking up 
barefoot on the stone floor of that one-room house where I was 
born many years ago in Lippo, near Bologna. The wooden planks 
were a pathetic attempt at being a wall, and the wind howled 
angrily through the open gaps. The bitter cold lashed against me, 
leaving my skin raw. Though I wanted to return to the safety of 
my slumber, I couldn’t.

“Shivering with each step, I approached the scant light dying 
in the earthen hearth. No heat was given off; only despondence 



and despair radiated outward. And as I stood reflecting upon the 
squalor of my life, another gust of wind assaulted that wretched 
house. Looking down at the hearth, I noticed the coals were as 
black and dead as my future would be were I to stay there.

“My stomach growled for subsistence. But all I had was 
moldy bread. When I close my eyes all these years later, I can 
still see the maggots thrashing about as I caught them. I needed 
at least six for just a meager mouthful of bread. But even as I 
forced the toughened leather down into my gullet, my efforts 
were futile. Within seconds, my stomach contents regurgitated 
themselves on my tattered clothes.”

Brunellesco’s son, a rambunctious eight years old, Filippo 
Brunelleschi, judged every word with great skepticism, saying, 
“Mother, I don’t remember this part of the story.”

An exceptionally tall woman, Brunellesco’s wife, Giuliana, 
tugged an embroidered sleeve past her wrist then hushed her 
son. “Be quiet, Filippo, and let your father finish his story.”

“You too, Giuliana. It’s my story. I was there. Were any of 
you there?” asked Brunellesco sharply.

Giuliana relented. “Filippo and I are sorry. Please continue, 
husband,” she said placatingly.

Brunellesco continued, “That’s what I’m trying to do…
So, there I was covered in excrement when the door opened. 
A floral aroma overwhelmed my senses. I looked up to find the 
plague doctors entering. Their elongated masks reminded me of 
a vulture’s beak. Both rely upon death for existence. But as they 
began to circle, I would not allow death to happen to me.”

“So, are you no longer just a notary, Father, but an immortal 
as well?” interrupted Filippo.

“Filippo, do you wish to dine with the dogs on the floor 
tonight?” asked Brunellesco.



“Possibly, Father,” answered Filippo.
“Keep talking, and your wish shall be granted…Back to my 

story. They wanted me dead, but I ran away from that plague-
ravaged city and took with me nothing except my boyhood 
dreams of something better. I found myself outside the city 
walls for the first time unsure where to go, so I simply walked 
away from where I did not want to be. The minutes passed into 
hours and those hours became days. Time elapsed and so did my 
energy until Heaven shone her grace down upon me in the form 
of a she-wolf, who nursed me back to health.”

Giuliana glanced skeptically at Brunellesco. “A she-wolf, 
husband?” she asked.

“Were you there? It was a she-wolf,” proclaimed Brunellesco.
Filippo whispered to his mother, “Now, was Father Romu-

lus or Remus?”
A hushed giggle escaped from Giuliana’s lips.
Her husband rolled his eyes in frustration. “Should I just 

stop telling you my story?”
Giuliana replied, “I just remembered last summer during 

the heat wave when Filippo tried to shave the dog. Poor little 
cucciolo, we never saw him again. I mean, please continue, 
husband.”

After clearing his throat, Brunellesco continued, “When I 
first gazed upon Florence from afar, I believed my mind was 
playing tricks on me. Surely I was ill as never had I seen so many 
people in one place. And they were all alive. Back in Bologna 
I had seen such numbers, maybe even more. But they were all 
dead and buried in a mass grave.”

“Please don’t give Filippo nightmares,” reprimanded Giuliana.
“I tell Filippo this every year, so he doesn’t forget our past. 

So many youths of today have forgotten their roots. They simply 



amble along, blind to where they came from and unsure of 
where to go. I do not want our children growing up like that.”

Filippo interjected, “Children? You mean child, for I do not 
see Cassandra anywhere.”

“Your older sister went to the tailors to pick up our Easter 
scarves,” replied Giuliana. “Now, Brunellesco di Lippo, my dear 
husband, please continue with your annual punishment…eh, I 
mean annual tradition.”

Filippo forced his mouth closed to prevent any laughter 
from escaping.

“Not only were the Florentines I saw alive, but they were 
laughing,” continued Brunellesco. “Never had I heard such vo-
ciferous laughter. Back in Lippo, the Black Death not only took 
lives without hesitation but stole any notion of happiness, laugh-
ter, wonderment…Simple delights were all pilfered from those 
who survived. All those little things so many of us simply take 
for granted.

“The early morning sun was at my back as I splashed through 
the stream outside of the eastern gate. Nerves made me tremble 
walking through such a daunting structure. It towered over me, 
and I remember it nearly stretching up to the clouds. But then 
the city’s commotion washed over my senses. I was overcome by 
the vendors hawking their wares noisily and potential customers 
examining everything with cautious eyes. It was like it happened 
just yesterday.

“And as I ventured deeper into the city, the crowds grew 
greater and larger in number. Eventually, I was unable to move 
through the walls of people. And it was there, with nowhere to 
go, that I gazed upward and first saw it dominating the cityscape: 
Santa Maria del Fiore! All these Florentines were gathering for 



an event there, and I was determined to find what it was and be 
a part of it.

“Being a small boy, I was fortunate I could eventually navi-
gate through the endless sea of people without much resistance 
and found myself in the Piazza del Duomo. Bells soon rang out 
from the heights of Giotto’s Campanile, sending a spark through 
the crowd. Moments later, the grand doors opened at Santa Ma-
ria del Fiore and all those in attendance filed into the cathedral. 
I joined the flow of the crowd and soon was staring into the 
largest building I had ever seen. And that day was Easter, just 
like today.”

Brunellesco di Lippo and Giuliana’s oldest child, Cassandra, 
opened the massive wooden door leading into their abode and 
stood on the threshold wearing two long, finely woven scarves. 
Fortunately, she had not inherited her father’s features; instead, 
she took after her mother and was long and lean. “I apologize 
for taking so long,” Cassandra said as she searched for an excuse. 
“The tailor had to finish them.”

“Whatever you say, dear sister,” said Filippo. “Father, now 
that Cassandra has joined us, would you mind retelling your 
story from the beginning? I know she just loves hearing it so 
much. It truly is one of her favorite parts of the year,” he said as 
Cassandra glared at him.

Brunellesco di Lippo walked to the door. “Come, children, 
we must get going to Easter Mass. But don’t fret, Cassandra, for 
I shall start at the very beginning, just for you.”

Cassandra responded hesitatingly. “It truly is fine with me, 
Father. You can just start wherever you left off upon my return,” 
she said.

“Nonsense,” he assured her. “It is important for both of 
you to learn that these walls around and ceiling above us did 



not just appear from out of nothing. It took years of working              
hard and studying, which allowed me the chance to become 
a notary. And you know what I did after that? I worked even 
harder.”

As they set off, Filippo Brunelleschi hurried ahead of his family 
on the crowded streets of Florence’s San Marco district. Giuliana 
cautioned him not to stray too far, but he outran her plea.

Brunellesco placed a hand on his wife’s shoulder. “Let him 
have his fun for now. He is a boy, and boys need to do such 
things. He’ll tire himself out.”

Giuliana pointed to multiple construction projects around 
their path and said, “Something could happen to him. What if 
someone drops a hammer or a brick?”

Brunellesco responded, “Today is Easter and even construc-
tion halts on this day. Much like it did all those years ago in my 
youth.”

Not amused in the least, Cassandra interrupted, “We know, 
Father. You first came to Florence on Easter.”

“But do you know what happened next?”
Giuliana crossed her arms, saying, “Those conducting Easter 

Mass saw a dirty boy and took pity upon that little clump of dirt 
and hair.”

“And all of that occurred on this very day, many years ago,” 
Brunellesco said, smiling. “Can you either of you believe that?”

Noticing Cassandra’s growing frustration, Giuliana said, 
“Could you bring your little brother back, please?”

Cassandra exhaled with relief. “Yes,” she said, then hurried 
off after Filippo.



“But don’t you want to hear how I excelled in school?” asked 
Brunellesco.

Giuliana placed her hand on his chest. “Let her be, husband. 
But you can tell me again for the millionth time.”

Filippo wove his way through the slower Florentines, then 
he heard his sister’s voice calling somewhere from behind, “Filip-
po, come back here!” she said.

“You must catch me first!” retorted Filippo.
He sped up, darting through the streets. When turning 

back to see where Cassandra was, Filippo ran into a wooden 
cart pulled by an ox and his forehead struck a sharp corner. The 
jarring impact knocked him to the stone pavement.

Cassandra ran over to Filippo on the ground and asked anx-
iously, “Filippo, are you all right?”

As the surrounding crowd hovered curiously, Filippo stared 
up in a state of confusion. He blinked rapidly, trying to regain 
his senses. Beneath his forehead blood pumped to the injured 
area, forming a massive swollen bruise within seconds.

When his parents realized that it was their son on the 
ground, they rushed to him with great concern. Giuliana cradled 
her son’s head. “Filippo, what on earth did you do?”

“He ran into the back of a cart,” explained Cassandra. “I saw 
the entire episode. If you ask me, he deserves what happened.”

“Now is not the time, Cassandra,” snapped Giuliana.
Brunellesco knelt down to his son’s level and asked, “Do you 

feel all right, Filippo?”
“My head hurts,” answered Filippo.
“You ran headfirst into a cart. You should be worried if it 

didn’t hurt.” Brunellesco smiled, which immediately comforted 
the boy.



His worried mother held up two fingers. “Filippo, how 
many fingers do you see?”

“I see two.”
Giuliana relaxed, saying, “It appears nothing within his 

head got damaged.”
Brunellesco helped Filippo back up to his feet and told him, 

“Let me know if you do not feel like attending Mass, and I will 
escort you back home and entertain you with how important 
this day is.”

“Husband, be careful, your stories might induce more dam-
age in our youngest,” insisted Giuliana.

“Nonsense. Well, Filippo, what would you like to do?” 
asked Brunellesco.

Without any hesitation, Filippo continued on his way. 
“Mother is right. Let’s hurry to Easter Mass before we are forced 
to stand in the very back.”

Giuliana looked at Brunellesco. “This day is quite special, 
for I never thought your stories would actually serve a purpose,” 
she said cheekily. Brunellesco responded with a sarcastic laugh 
and a toss of his head.

Standing out in the Piazza del Duomo, Filippo looked up from 
the shadow of the Santa Maria del Fiore. Each time he rested 
his eyes on the enormous cathedral, the impressive sight of the 
Gothic architecture left Filippo speechless and awestruck. He 
approached the exterior walls rising high above the surrounding 
buildings and reverently traced the marble sides with his fingers, 
marveling at the mosaic composed of a myriad of whites, greens, 
and pinks. Brunellesco appeared behind him and said, “Do not 



touch, Filippo. Remember, this is not just a building. This is a 
work of art for Florence. A work of art where Florence worships.”

With a height of over two hundred feet, the basilica 
dwarfed both father and son as they walked along its eastern 
side. However, the quintessential symbol of Florence had not 
always been such. An earlier cathedral had been erected nearly a 
millennium before the fifth century in honor of Saint Reparata. 
Born in the third century, she was arrested by Roman authorities 
in Palestine for her Christian faith. Despite being submitted to 
grueling torture, she would not forsake her faith. Her defiance 
enraged her Roman persecutors, and they sought to make an 
example of her. According to lore, she was sentenced to burn at 
the stake; however, through divine intervention it rained that 
day, extinguishing the flames. But Reparata did not receive a 
reprieve. Instead, her jailers increased the torture and forced her 
to drink searing-hot pitch. Again, Reparata defied her captors and 
refused to yield her Christian beliefs. Her staunch defiance in the 
face of Roman authority eventually resulted in her beheading. 
Though her body was subjected to physical death, Reparata’s 
unwillingness to compromise her beliefs would become the stuff 
of legend. Cities across Christendom would venerate her with 
monuments, as displayed in fifth-century Florence.

Over the centuries, time slowly weakened and eroded the 
ancient cathedral of Saint Reparata. By the late thirteenth centu-
ry, efforts were under way by Arnolfo di Cambio to redesign the 
cathedral. But di Cambio would not live to see his design com-
pleted because he died in 1310. A few short years later, members 
of the wool merchants’ guild took over the project’s patronage. 
Their collective efforts reignited efforts to finish the cathedral. 
To help ensure completion, they hired the Florentine architect 
Giotto di Bondone to lead the construction project. His efforts 



achieved di Cambio’s vision, but like di Cambio, Giotto would 
die before the cathedral was completed in 1337. His successor, 
Andrea Pisano, continued to work on the basilica until 1348, 
when the Black Death arrived in Florence. This scourge would 
cause all construction to cease for over a year. When the Black 
Death subsided and freed the Italian city-states from its lethal 
grasp, Florentines immediately went back to work on the cathe-
dral. Three years after the birth of young Filippo Brunelleschi in 
the year 1380, the nave was finished. But the massive ceiling of 
Santa Maria del Fiore remained incomplete; the ceiling was open 
to the sky, exposing those below to the elements.

Filippo followed closely behind his father into the inte-
rior of Santa Maria del Fiore. Entering through the doors, he 
was led into the marble structure that epitomized the Gothic 
style. A vaulted ceiling, supported by equally tall stone columns, 
stretched to the unfinished ceiling situated above the nave. Be-
low, throngs of Florentines filled every open space in an attempt 
to show their religious devotion on this holiest of days. From 
the richest to the poorest, every level of society was present on 
that day.

With the service about to start, Brunellesco scoured the 
crowd then turned back to his son. “Do you see your mother or 
sister anywhere?”

Filippo stood up on the tips of his toes but was unable to see 
over those in attendance. “No, Father, I do not.”

“We shall just have to meet up with them after Mass,” said 
Brunellesco, taking Filippo by the hand. “We shall stand where 
I did those many years ago. Feel free to make your mother and 
sister jealous of such an honor.”

Relunctantly following, Filippo sarcastically responded, 
“Oh, yes, they will certainly be green with envy…like turtles.”



•

The closing words of the Latin Mass echoed through Santa Maria 
del Fiore. Lost in the crowd, Filippo was unable to understand a 
single word before turning his attention instead to the basilica’s 
structure. His tilted his head back and stared up at the massive 
open space. To his surprise, snowflakes slowly began to flutter 
down over those leading Mass. Filippo tugged on his father’s 
arm. “Father, why is there an opening? Wouldn’t it have been 
better to enclose the entire cathedral to shelter us?”

Brunellesco looked at his son. “Do you remember the story 
of Icarus and his wings?” he asked the boy.

“Yes, Father. He tried to fly with his waxwings fashioned by 
his father. But he got too close to the sun, and his wings melted.”

“Exactly, Filippo. And so did all the architects who built this 
place. They sought to achieve the grandiose and sublime through 
their work. And they clearly did meet that goal in some regard. 
But their ambition was too much. When they realized their mis-
take, it was too late to be rectified. And the unfinished ceiling is a 
constant reminder to all us Florentines to understand our limita-
tions. We should find the limits and learn not to exceed them.”

“Do you think that someone might be able to complete it?”
“The greatest builders of the past and of our time have all 

tried, and all have failed.”
With resolve burning his eyes, Filippo continued to stare at 

the open space.
Brunellesco grabbed him by the arm. “Come, we need to try 

and find your mother and sister.”



Chapter Two

FLORENCE, 1396

No longer a boy but a young man of eighteen years, Filippo 
Brunelleschi walked out of the doors of his prestigious ab-

aco school into the Florentine sunlight. Over the past few years 
he had toiled, acquiring a lay education consisting of mathemat-
ics, rhetoric, Latin, grammar, and history. His scholarly efforts 
paid off when Filippo finished at the top of his class. The folded 
parchment clutched in his hands provided the evidence of his 
academic success.

The sunshine illuminated the relief on Filippo’s face at the 
knowledge that he had completed his primary schooling, but 
this was quickly replaced with an impending sense of dread. Re-
ality hit him hard in the solar plexus and brutally forced the air 
from his chest. Filippo stumbled forward on rubbery legs before 
dropping to his knees on the cobblestone pavement. He slowly 
collected his wits while still on the ground, murmuring, “I can 
do this.”

While Filippo gave himself a pep talk, a nearby donkey 
brayed at him. He locked eyes with the annoying ungulate and 
yelled, “Stupido donkey! Do not mock me! I can do this!”

But the donkey disagreed and brayed again in his direction.



Filippo stood up and walked to confront his tormentor but 
realized a rope tied around the donkey’s neck kept it restrained. 
An evil grin widened across Filippo’s face and he began taunting 
the donkey. “Look at you, donkey, with your ugly long face, like 
the bastard of an ugly horse and an ugly pig.”

The donkey snapped his mouth towards Filippo. “Do not 
even try me today, beast. See this?” He waved his graduation 
parchment in front of the donkey. “It says I’m smarter than 
you, stupido donkey.” But Filippo was too close and the donkey 
grabbed the parchment with its teeth. “That’s mine!” exclaimed 
Filippo. “Let go!”

The two engaged in a tug-of-war for control of the parch-
ment when a voice screamed out, “What are you doing to my 
donkey?”

With a final yank Filippo freed his parchment from the don-
key’s grasp, then addressed the owner, “Your stupid beast was 
trying to eat my education!”

Filippo stood outside the expensive Carrara marble exterior of 
his family’s house. Ever since the creation of the Roman Repub-
lic, Carrara marble has captivated sculptors and builders alike 
for its durability and unique hazy white coloring highlighted 
with subtle veining. It took a dozen quarrymen working for 
Brunelleschi’s father over six months to remove the solid mass of 
marble. The next year was spent dividing the marble into more 
manageable but still massive bricks. These bricks were trans-
ported by ship down the Italian coast to where the Arno River 
empties into the Mediterranean. Dozens of horse-drawn carts 
carried the bricks to their journey’s final destination, Florence, 
where Brunellesco di Lippo would construct his palazzo, one 



worthy of himself. He believed that if Roman emperors enjoyed 
this marble, there was no reason why he should not.

Now his son stood in front of the family home, his fist 
clenching the donkey-chewed parchment. He struggled to gulp 
down air. As a boy, his father used to frighten him with stories of 
how the marble bricks had claimed half a dozen lives during the 
quarrying and transportation. Refusing to be the house’s seventh 
victim, Filippo turned to walk away. But the sturdy oak door 
opened revealing Filippo’s father, Brunellesco, standing in the 
threshold. With pride, he asked “Filippo! I’ve been waiting all 
day for your return. And how did you do?”

Filippo extended his arm and offered the parchment. 
Brunellesco took it in his hands and unfolded it. But disgust 
flashed across his face as he pulled his hand away covered with 
drool. Noticing the unusual dental imprints of something not 
human, he asked, “Did a horse chew on your academic parch-
ment, Filippo?”

“No, Father. It was a donkey.”
“A donkey?”
“It was an insulting donkey that mocked me and then want-

ed to eat my education,” insisted Filippo.
“Is that why you are late in returning?”
Filippo stood there in utter silence. Brunellesco took his 

silence as a nonverbal affirmation, then returned his attention 
back to the parchment and commented, “Wonderful. Your 
grades speak for themselves. I promise there are no mocking 
donkeys in my line of work. There are numerous jackasses, but 
no donkeys.” Brunellesco searched for a smile on his son’s face 
but he could not find it. “Come, let’s go inside.”

Filippo followed glumly behind his father like a man walk-
ing to the gallows.



Inside, surrounded by an interior of dark chestnut, 
Brunellesco asked, “Why are you so solemn, boy? Are you sad 
about no longer being the baby?”

Filippo looked up at his father, “Has she given birth yet?”
“Not yet, but she’s about to burst.”
Aided by Cassandra, a pregnant Giuliana waddled into the 

room, visibly close to the end of her third trimester. “I hope 
sooner than later. How did you do, Filippo?”

Brunellesco handed her Filippo’s parchment. “He made us 
proud parents.”

Giuliana hugged Filippo. “You know you’re of age to follow 
in your father’s footsteps.” She placed her hand on her stomach. 
“I think the baby’s kicking.”

Cassandra pointed at a wet spot increasing in size on Gi-
uliana’s robe. “Mother, have you had an accident?” she asked 
innocently.

“I guess the baby heard me,” said Giuliana, right before a 
bolt of labor pain sent her reeling to her knees.

Brunellesco dropped to her side. “Cassandra, Filippo, you 
two get a midwife immediately.”

Filippo nodded his head in response. “Yes, Father.”

Later that night, Filippo and Cassandra sat in a room by 
themselves waiting to hear word on their mother’s condition. 
Cassandra looked at Filippo and said, “You seem so distant. Are 
you sure it’s not about losing your place as the youngest?”

Filippo stared back with certainty. “It is not that, I assure 
you.”

“I know what it is.”



“Feel free to guess all you want, older sister, but you will not 
understand,” said Filippo.

Cassandra pondered for a brief moment then responded, 
“You just finished with primary schooling; now you must ap-
prentice with Father to one day inherit his company. But you do 
not want to do that, do you?”

Her words stunned Filippo. It was as if Cassandra had read 
his thoughts and knew his innermost fears. “Cassandra, are you 
a witch?” he said, surprised. “Are you in league with the devil? If 
you are, I am telling Mother and Father. You are going to be in 
so much trouble!”

Cassandra shook her head in disbelief. “I’m not a witch, nor 
am I in league with anything supernatural. But do you honestly 
think you are the first child in the history of time to feel such a 
way?”

Filippo stammered a reply, “Yes? Maybe? No?”
She said, “I felt the same thing, especially after being in-

formed of my expected duties for the family.”
“Which are?” asked Filippo.
“To marry up for our family, just as you will carry on the 

work of the family.”
“But I don’t want to,” proclaimed Filippo.
“Do you think anyone cares about what you want, Filippo? 

Our lives were planned for us before we were born. And you will 
become a notary. Then you will get married. Then you will die. 
That will be your life.”

Filippo protested, “You may have accepted your destiny, but 
that does not mean I will too and accept our parents’ expecta-
tions like a man kneeling at the executioner’s block.”

Brunellesco rushed into the room. “Please come meet your 
new little brother!” he said excitedly.



“And Mother?” asked Filippo.
Brunellesco smiled. “Ask her yourself.”

Because of the high rate of infant mortality, the clergy had de-
cided upon a mandatory two-week period of waiting before an 
infant could be baptized. It was during that time that most par-
ents worried over their child’s health, but not Brunellesco and 
Giuliana. Their youngest son, Modesto, had been showing them 
he was quite alive through his ceaseless crying during the day 
and especially at night.

As the entire family walked through the streets of Florence, 
Brunellesco and Giuliana showed all the signs of their sleepless 
nights upon their faces. Giuliana was holding Modesto, adorned 
in a bundle of maroon silk, when he began to cry. “There he goes 
again,” said Brunellesco. “Do you think after the baptism gives 
him a soul, he will finally quit wailing like a wounded beast?”

“Wounded beast? Really, Brunellesco? He’s probably hungry. 
I can’t remember if I fed him this morning,” wondered Giuliana.

While Giuliana prepared to breastfeed, she passed off 
Modesto to Cassandra, who examined her little brother and 
asked, “Were Filippo or I ever this bad?”

“You two rarely ever cried,” Brunellesco responded.
Giuliana adjusted Modesto to feed him, then interrupted 

her husband. “Don’t listen to him. Both of you cried, not nearly 
as much as this one, but you did.”

“I don’t remember them crying at all,” stated Brunellesco.
“That’s because you were at the office working late into the 

night,” said Giuliana.
As the family turned a corner, they entered the Piazza del 

Duomo and the Baptistery of St. John, the epitome of Floren-



tine architecture, swung into view. The minor basilica was built 
upon a Roman palace on the same site from an initiative put 
forth in the eleventh century to redo and expand the religious 
building with construction finishing in 1128 AD.

Brunellesco directed his family, saying, “Let us enter from 
the east.”

As they walked by Santa Maria del Fiore, Filippo looked at 
his father, shocked. “So, you are superstitious now?” he asked.

“Not any more than the next man. However, I do enjoy 
looking at the panels.”

“What are you talking about, Father?”
“Look for yourself. All the doors except for the eastern doors 

are unadorned.”
On the two massive bronze doors, the life of St. John the 

Baptist was depicted on twenty-eight intricate gilded panels that 
took the artist, Andrea Pisano, six years of painstaking effort to 
design. Filippo stared at the great work and said, “Father, why do 
you think only these doors have panels?”

Brunellesco shrugged at the question. “Probably ran over 
budget or something. But imagine if they had not,” he replied.

Filippo motioned up to the open roof on the Santa Maria 
del Fiore. “Imagine if they, too, had a bigger budget.”

“Son, certain things in this life can be accomplished. Bronze 
doors like these are one thing. However, finishing a dome of that 
size is nothing more than a distant dream in a far-off land,” said 
Brunellesco, as he led his family through the bronze doors into 
the octagonal building.

Inside the limited space they approached their places with 
silent reverence, but walls of white and green patterned marble 
inlay initially attracted Filippo’s attention. However, it was the 
gold mosaic on the ceiling that captivated him. Masterful stone-



work told visual stories of Jesus, Joseph, St. John the Baptist, 
and the Last Judgment. As his little brother was being baptized, 
Filippo’s head remained fixed on the amazing architecture.

After the ceremony was over and they were back out in the 
piazza, Brunellesco sighed with relief. “Well, the little one’s got a 
soul now. That’s a good thing.”

Giuliana cradled Modesto in her arms. “He was quiet the 
entire time. Maybe that was all he lacked?”

Brunellesco patted Filippo on the back. “I will be returning 
to the office in the morning. I think that will be a perfect time 
for you to start learning the ropes of my profession,” he said.

His father’s words froze Filippo in place. Eventually, he 
found the courage to speak up. “I will not be joining you in your 
office.”

Brunellesco’s face betrayed his emotion. His brow furrowed 
with anger upon hearing Filippo’s response. He flapped his 
hands angrily in the air and yelled, “What do you mean you will 
not be joining me?!”

With a deep sigh, Filippo told him the truth, “I am to report 
for school.”

“School? You have had enough school.”
Holding Modesto in her arms, Giuliana stepped in front 

of Filippo to defend him from Brunellesco. “It has already been 
arranged, husband. Filippo will start attending goldsmithing 
school in the morning,” she said.

“What does Filippo know about goldsmithing? He has nev-
er even held a hammer!”

Giuliana spoke. “My uncle worked his connections on Filip-
po’s behalf. Our son’s grades seemed to impress them enough for 
acceptance,” she said.



Brunellesco stared down at Filippo disdainfully. “A farmer 
knows how to farm. A doctor knows how to heal. I gave you 
the best education that I could to ensure your future success 
as a notary. When I was your age, I would have jumped at the 
chance for such an opportunity. But you have decided to throw 
everything away. Everything I worked for all those late nights, to 
give you all those chances that were never given to me. And this 
insolence is how you repay me?”

Filippo looked down at his feet, afraid to look up at his father.
“Can you not hear me, Filippo?” demanded Brunellesco, 

and with an open hand he slapped his son across the face. The 
force knocked for Filippo to the ground.

Giuliana handed Modesto to Cassandra, saying, “Hold 
him.” She interjected herself between her husband and son and 
said, “Brunellesco, that is enough!”

Furious, Brunellesco stormed off. Giuliana helped Filippo 
up to his feet. “I’m sorry for suggesting that you tell him after 
Modesto’s baptism. I thought he would be in a generous mood.”

Filippo rubbed his face to soothe the pain and said, “He was 
quite generous with his anger.”

Giuliana comforted him, saying, “Your father just expected 
certain things from you, being the eldest son and all.”

Filippo motioned to Modesto. “He’s now got another son 
that he can raise to be just like himself.”

•

Later that night, Filippo lolled in a chair carved from dark-
grained walnut wood and adorned with soft calf leather. Though 
glittering tapestries filled the walls around the room, he concen-
trated on a raging fire burning in the marble hearth. He focused 
upon a log, watching as flames slowly consumed it.



From out of the shadows, Brunellesco appeared with a 
bowed head. “I wanted to apologize for my actions earlier.”

Though the words startled Filippo, he did not let it show and 
continued to stare into the flames. His father stepped around the 
chair Filippo sat in and walked toward the hearth. He extend-
ed his hands and flashed his palms in an apologetic manner. “I 
wanted to ask forgiveness for what I did today. I overreacted. 
And that was not right.”

Filippo sat back in the chair and listened to his father’s 
words, which provided more warmth than the fire.

“I never knew you did not want to succeed me.”
“I did not want to disappoint you,” said Filippo.
Brunellesco let his son’s words steep in the silence. After a 

moment, he realized what his son meant. “And I do not want 
to disappoint you by making you do something you resent. You 
are an adult now, Filippo. Your decisions must be and can only 
be made by you and no one else. Do you understand what I’m 
trying to convey?”

With a nod of his head, Filippo signaled that he understood.
Brunellesco turned his attention to the fire. “Do you really 

think this is something you can succeed at?”
With fiery resolve in his eyes, Filippo answered, “Goldsmith-

ing requires creative problem-solving in design. Such physical 
riddles appeal to me much more than being a notary.”

Brunellesco turned back to his son. “And gold is quite a 
precious resource.”


